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Small Fibre Neuropathy in Parkinson’s Disease: Comparison of Skin Biopsies from the More Affected and Less Affected Sides
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Abstract. We assessed small nerve fibre degeneration and regeneration in more and less affected sides in Parkinson’s disease (PD). Bilateral skin biopsies from 23 PD patients were immunostained for PGP9.5 for Intraepidermal Nerve Fibre Density (IENFD) and GAP-43 for mean axonal length (MAL), total epidermal (TNFL) and subepidermal nerve fibre length (SKTNFL). IENFD (\(p < 0.001\)) and SKTNFL (\(p < 0.001\)) were lower, whilst MAL (\(p < 0.001\)) and TNFL (\(p < 0.05\)) were higher in more affected versus less affected side. These results suggest increased small nerve fibre degeneration accompanied by enhanced nerve regeneration on the side more affected by PD and GAP-43 usefulness in skin biopsy assessment.
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Parkinson’s disease (PD) is usually considered a central neurodegenerative process. However peripheral neuropathy (PN) is recognised as a feature of PD [1]. A recent systematic review in over 1300 PD patients showed large fibre PN in 16.3% and small fibre neuropathy in 56.9% of those who had a skin biopsy [2], compared to a 5.5% prevalence of PN in the general population [3]. Doppler et al found that the morphology of phosphorylated alpha synuclein and pattern of nerve fibre loss in skin biopsies were similar to changes seen in previous studies of substantia nigra pathology, leading them to postulate a common mechanism for peripheral and central neurodegeneration [4].

Intraepidermal nerve fibre density (IENFD) is the gold standard measure to quantify loss of skin innervation to diagnose a small fibre neuropathy (SFN) [5]. Several studies have demonstrated a significant reduction in IENFD in patients with PD [6–8]. These studies used immunostaining with the pan-axonal marker protein gene product 9.5 (PGP9.5). In our studies in patients with PD, also using PGP9.5, we have shown a reduction in IENFD and corneal small nerve fibre density and related it to autonomic dysfunction and the perception of affective touch [9, 10].
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Recently, we have demonstrated the added value of applying more refined quantification of nerve fibre morphology which includes quantifying mean dendrite length (MDL) \[11\] and total nerve fibre length (TNFL) after immunostaining for growth associated protein-43 (GAP-43) \[12\], a marker of regenerating nerves in both experimental and human studies \[13-15\]. The MDL acronym was adopted from the literature, we now use a correct term MAL (mean axonal length) \[16\]. We have reported results of this technique in the PD population demonstrating both increased neurodegeneration and enhanced regeneration in PD versus controls \[16\].

It has been proposed that studying the peripheral neurodegenerative (and regenerative) process may help further understanding of the central neurodegenerative mechanisms in PD \[4\]. The central neurodegeneration in PD is asymmetrical \[17, 18\] and there is therefore interest in establishing the extent to which the peripheral neurodegeneration is also asymmetrical. Previous skin biopsy studies have established increased neurodegeneration on the more affected side, however these studies have only used PGP9.5 immunostaining therefore were not fully able to establish the asymmetry of enhanced regeneration \[19, 20\]. In the present study, we have undertaken morphological analysis of intraepidermal and sub-epidermal innervation in skin biopsies using immunostaining with PGP9.5 and GAP-43 in both more affected and less affected sides in patients with PD.

The study was approved by NRES committee/North West (Ref. No 12/NW/0086).

Thirty-three patients (22 males, 11 females) fulfilling the UK Brain Bank criteria for the diagnosis of Parkinson's disease were recruited from neurology clinics. Ten patients (7 males, 3 female) were excluded after screening for other causes of peripheral neuropathy (cancer, chemotherapy, diabetes, impaired glucose tolerance, alcoholism, paraproteins, vitamin B6 and B12 deficiencies and autoimmune conditions). Unified Parkinson's disease Rating Scale-III (UPDRS-III) was used to determine the more affected and the less affected side. Specifically, parts 3–8 (rigidity and bradykinesia scores) and parts 15–17 (tremor scores) were compared.

All 23 patients underwent 3 mm standard skin punch biopsies from the dorsum of each foot (more affected side [M] and less affected side [L]), 3 cm above the third metatarsal. Biopsies were processed as described previously \[16\]. The total length of nerve fibres in the epidermis (TNFL) and in the sub-epidermal skin layer (SKTNFL) normalised per millimetre length and mm² area to provide standardised data (SKTNFL/Area; TNFL/Area; TNFL/Length and TNFL/BM [base- ment membrane]) were obtained. The mean length of nerve fibres crossing the BM into the epidermis (MDL) was measured on GAP-43 immunostained sections. These nerve fibre measurements were obtained for the more affected and less affected sides, and the percentage difference between the sides was calculated for each measurement. GraphPad Prism v. 7 (GraphPad Software, Inc., USA) was used to perform all statistical analysis. The Shapiro-Wilk Test was used to assess the distribution of measurements. A two-tailed Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test was used to compare means between the more affected and less affected sides for each intraepidermal and subepidermal nerve fibre nerve measurement. Data shown as mean (SD). \(P<0.05\) was taken to be significant. Additionally, Cohen d was calculated to measure effect size.

Table 1 indicates details of the study population. IENFD (no./mm) was 30% lower on the more affected \((2.48 \pm 1.5, \text{mean } \pm \text{SD})\) compared to the less affected \((3.56 \pm 1.8)\) side, \(p<0.001, d=-0.66\). Nerve fibre branching was particularly evident on the more affected side, despite a lower IENFD. The length of nerve ramifications on the branches resulted in an increase in TNFL on the more affected side (Fig. 1A, B). MAL was 51% higher on the more affected \((41.76 \pm 10.3)\) compared to the less affected \((27.69 \pm 8.9)\) side, \(p<0.001, d=1.46\). Mean TNFL/Length was 27% higher on the more affected \((651.7 \pm 442.9)\) compared to the less affected \((513.2 \pm 372.7)\) side, \(p<0.05, d=0.34\). TNFL/Area was 27% higher on the more affected \((8790 \pm 6553)\) compared to the less affected \((6933 \pm 5138)\), \(p<0.05, d=0.32\). SKTNFL/Area was 30% lower on the more affected \((16975 \pm 12023)\) compared to the less
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Fig. 1. Representative examples of 50 μm sections from skin biopsies from more affected (M) and less affected (L) side from a PD patient, immunostained for GAP-43. Microphotograph from the more affected side (A) blue tracings show area of epidermis and dermis; green line traces BM; red nerve fibres in epidermis and 50 μm subepidermal skin; yellow tracing shows nerve fibres measured for MAD. Note presence of branching nerves. Note closely positioned branching nerves. Panel B from less affected side shows area with short intraepidermal nerve fibres. Panel C shows a focal accumulation of nerves in subepidermal area which give rise to numerous NFs crossing the BM into epidermis. (Scale bars in A and B = 50 μm and in C = 100 μm).

A striking feature was the presence of isolated areas of large numbers of nerve fibre profiles in the papillary dermis (Fig. 1C) with an overall increase in SKTNFL on the less affected side. TNFL/BM did not differ significantly between the more affected (462.1 ± 289.6) and less affected (417.1 ± 292.9) side, p = 0.3447, which confirmed visual observations of more flattened BM as part of more pronounced atrophic changes in the skin on the more affected side.

In this study we have quantified morphological measures of nerve fibre degeneration and regeneration in the epidermis and sub-epidermis to enable us to identify differences between the more affected and less affected side. We have incorporated the technique of GAP-43 immunostaining enabling us to quantify regeneration as well as degeneration. Huebner et al. provide strong evidence for GAP-43 being key to neurite outgrowth [15]. Overexpression of GAP-43 has been shown to promote axonal sprouting and terminal arborisation in rodents [21], whilst injection of GAP43 siRNA into DRG interrupts axonal regeneration [22].

Lauria et al. [23] investigated bilateral symmetrical skin punch-biopsies from lower extremities in patients with SFN and healthy volunteers using PGP9.5 for detection of nerve fibres and demonstrated high side-to-side correlation (R² = 0.9608) of IENFD in both groups. Their overall conclusion was that the diagnosis of SFN can be reliably reached by unilateral skin biopsy at the distal site of the leg. The subsequent investigations of human peripheral innervation in different neuropathic conditions followed this advice.

Extensive search for bilateral skin biopsies in healthy individuals using GAP43 immunolocalisation did not yield any results. We support our choice of using nerve regeneration marker GAP43 for comparing innervation in symmetric bilateral skin biopsies in PD on the basis of the recent study localising small nerve fibres using double immunofluorescence for both PGP9.5 and GAP43 in SFN and healthy controls [24]. Admittedly, following Lauria recommendations they used single biopsies, but they clearly demonstrated that the ratio of GAP43/PGP9.5 measurements in control group was 0.93 ± 0.13 in control group (similar age to our PD patients), demonstrating that in healthy skin, expression of both markers is very similar. Thus our demonstration of marked asymmetry in skin biopsy findings appears specific for PD.
There have been previous skin biopsy studies in PD, demonstrating reduced IENFD on the more affected side [19, 20]. However these studies have used only immunostaining for PGP9.5, not GAP-43. Here we have utilised GAP-43 immunostaining enabling a more refined analysis of the peripheral regenerative process in PD. Our results demonstrate lowered IENFD and SKTNFL on the more affected compared to less affected side. These markers are indicative of nerve fibre degeneration. We also demonstrated increased MAL, TNFL/Length and TNFL/Area on the more affected compared to less affected side. These markers are indicative of nerve fibre regeneration [11–15]. Thus we demonstrate both increased neurodegeneration and increased regeneration on the more affected compared to less affected side.

In our previous study of patients with PD using corneal confocal microscopy and skin biopsy, we have demonstrated that enhanced degeneration and regeneration is a pathological hallmark of Parkinson’s disease [9]. Podgorny and colleagues demonstrated SFPN in early drug naïve PD [25]. Nolano et al in a longitudinal study suggested that a reduced capacity for nerve regeneration with disease progression correlates with worsening symptoms and deficits [20]. Here we demonstrate the asymmetry of this process, which mimics the asymmetry of the central process. A pathological study of 21 patients with PD showed significant asymmetry with greater neuronal loss in the substantia nigra, which was contralateral to the initially affected body side [17]. It is thus tempting to speculate that a similar reduced capacity for regeneration over time may underlie the central neurodegenerative process.

The pathophysiology of small fibre neuropathy in PD is not yet clear. In particular we do not know whether the peripheral neurodegenerative process precedes the central process. Skin biopsy studies in prodromal PD will help to clarify this point. Interestingly, the severity of large fibre neuropathy is also a marker of PD severity [26]. However large fibre neuropathy in PD is associated with levodopa cumulative dose and altered homocysteine levels [27], which do not associate with small fibre neuropathy [19], suggesting a different pathological process.

A potential limitation of our study is the relatively small numbers of patients studied. However, these numbers are comparable to previous studies comparing the more affected with the less affected side. Nevertheless, we have utilised immunostaining with both PGP 9.5 and GAP-43 with detailed morphometric quantification to allow detailed assessment of small nerve fibre degeneration and regeneration. This has enabled us to demonstrate asymmetry of the peripheral neurodegenerative and regenerative processes which may mimic the asymmetry in central pathological mechanisms.
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